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The defense Ministry has begun the deployment at the airﬁeld Severomorsk-3 in the Arctic shelf of
su-30CM which will be part of the Naval aviation of the Northern ﬂeet MA of SF and will provide cover
in the Barents sea said informed sources in the defense Ministry and the aviation industry. On the
background of the enormous success of the Syrian forces in Aleppo, the Turkish President said that
the main aim of the oﬀensive, his army is not ISIS and not the Kurds but the overthrow of Bashar alAssad. It is now possible to name the approximate date of the ﬁrst battle of the two armies the place
of their meeting and names of parts that will take the brunt. The Syrian war is entering a new phase.
The defense Ministry announced that due to trained action, the Syrian troops managed to radically
reverse the situation in Aleppo. The Russian defense Ministry has deployed on the Islands of Iturup
and Kunashir anti-ship missile complexes of Bal and Bastion. They will help strengthen the protection
of naval bases and infrastructure of the coast. According to experts, the location of the new missile
systems is a signal of the commitment of the Russian Federation to preserve these areas for
themselves. The Russian defense Ministry equips your facility in the Syrian port of Tartus vessels with
boats and technical equipment necessary for the creation of a full-ﬂedged naval base naval base said
on Friday Interfax, a source familiar with the situation. Brother missile cruisers project 1164 Moskva
and Varyag ship of the ﬁrst rank Marshal Ustinov returns after a lengthy repair to combat service in
the Northern ﬂeet. The latest Chinese ﬁfth generation ﬁghter J-20 was shown to the public at MAKS
Airshow China in 2016 in Zhuhai China's largest forum of producers and sellers of aircraft Putin
managed, with the help of a small ﬂotilla headed by the old ship is to sow trouble and discord among
the countries of the NATO considers one of the leading Spanish publications El Mundo. Air defense of
Russia Belarus Kazakhstan Armenia Kyrgyzstan Uzbekistan and Tajikistan took part in the largest
recent exercises to repel air attack. These exercises have certainly been clear about the threats to
which preparing Russian armed forces and their counterparts in neighbouring countries. Baltic ﬂeet in
the near future will strengthen the division of MRK Buyan-M missile brigade coastal defense with
armed complexes of Bal and Bastion Izvestia reports citing a military
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